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1. Introduction
The future state of European food and nutrition security (FNS) is uncertain. Despite comparably high
standards of living, Europe, as a part of the global system, faces several potential challenges like resource
scarcity, environmental degradation, climate change, economic decline or political opportunism. On the
other hand, new trends and technologies may lead to a positive development path.
The TRANSMANGO project aims to produce a comprehensive analysis of future challenges and
opportunities for European food and nutrition security. To do so, many different, mutually dependent
drivers need to be taken into consideration at the same time.
The development of scenarios is a helpful tool to deal with this challenge. Different development
pathways can be analyzed separately and in a consistent manner. To obtain a structured analysis, a
quantification of narratives within a consistent framework is important. In practice, a quantification of
scenarios makes assumptions visible and is important to ensure consistency and completeness of the
analysis.
In this deliverable, at first we present a quantification of a set of global scenario storylines, which were
elaborated by the scientific community to support the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in its
Assessment Reports. These scenarios were built around two dimensions: socio-economics and climate.
Storylines for five Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs) were elaborated and climate scenarios were
simulated for four Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). These scenarios were quantified for an
analysis with the global agricultural and forest sector model GLOBIOM.
On the basis of these global SSP and RCP scenarios, narratives for EU focused TRANSMANGO scenarios
were elaborated in a stakeholder process, which were later transformed into quantitative scenario
drivers, and finally quantified with the GLOBIOM model. This report documents the TRANSMANGO
scenarios quantification and is structured as follows: After a short overview of GLOBIOM is given, the
global SSP and RCP scenarios and their quantification for the GLOBIOM model are introduced. The
narratives of the European TRANSMANGO scenarios, the scenario drivers and quantification results are
presented subsequently.
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2. The Global Biosphere Management Model GLOBIOM
The Global Biosphere Management Model (GLOBIOM) is global recursive dynamic bottom-up partial
equilibrium model integrating the agricultural, bioenergy and forestry sectors (Havlík et al., 2011; Havlík
et al., 2014). It is linear programming model based on the spatial equilibrium approach developed by
Takayama and Judge (1973). Based on welfare maximizing objective function an agricultural and forest
market equilibrium is computed subject to resource, technology, demand and policy constraints.
The model depicts all world regions aggregated to 30 regions which either represent single countries or
country aggregates. GLOBIOM is calibrated to FAOSTAT data for the year 2000 (average 1998 - 2002) and
runs recursively dynamic in 10-year time-steps up to 2050.
On the demand side, a representative consumer is modelled for each region via a set of isoelastic demand
functions. On the supply side, the model is built on a spatially explicit, bottom-up setting which is based
on detailed grid cell information regarding biophysical and technical costs. Production technologies are
specified through Leontief production functions, which imply fixed input – output ratios.
Regarding crop production, GLOBIOM represents globally 18 major crops (barley, beans, cassava,
chickpeas, corn, cotton, groundnut, millet, palm oil, potato, rapeseed, rice, soybean, sorghum, sugarcane,
sunflower, sweet potato, wheat) and 4 different management systems (irrigated – high input, rainfed –
high input, rainfed – low input and subsistence) simulated by the biophysical process based crop model
EPIC (Williams, 1995; Izaurralde et al., 2006).
The livestock sector component of the model uses the International Livestock Research Institute/FAO
production systems classification. Four production systems are considered: grassland based, mixed, urban
and other. The first two systems are further differentiated by agro-ecological zones. For our classification
we retained three zones arid/semi-arid, humid/subhumid and temperate/tropical highlands.
Monogastrics are split into Industrial and Smallholder. Eight different animal groups are considered:
bovine dairy and meat herds, sheep and goat dairy and meat herds, poultry broilers, poultry laying hens,
mixed poultry and pigs. Animal numbers are at the country level consistent with FAOSTAT. The livestock
production system parameterization relies on the dataset by Herrero et al. (2013).
For the forest sector, primary forest productivity such as mean annual wood biomass increment,
maximum share of saw logs in harvested biomass, and harvesting costs are provided by the G4M model
(Kindermann et al., 2006). Five primary forest products are represented in the model (saw logs, pulp logs,
other industrial logs, fuel wood and biomass for energy).
GLOBIOM depicts six land use types, which are dynamically modelled (cropland, grassland, short rotation
tree plantation, managed forests, natural forests, and other natural land) and can be converted into each
other depending on demand, profitability of the different land based activities and biophysical or technical
constraints. For more detailed information on GLOBIOM please refer to Havlik et al.(2014).
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3. Global drivers of change scenarios
A set of diverse scenarios reflecting potential global drivers of change has been developed for the Fifth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR5). These scenarios are
constructed around a scenario matrix with two basic elements: socio-economic drivers and impacts of
climate change (Figure 1). Shared socio-economic pathways (SSPs, O’Neill et al., 2014) describe plausible
alternative trends in the evolution of society and natural systems over the 21st century at the global level
as well as for large world regions. Representative concentration pathways (RCPs, van Vuuren et al., 2011)
were developed to explore the impact of climate change under different radiative forcing levels.

Figure 1. Scenario matrix architecture. (Van Vuuren et al., 2014).
Different scenarios of combined SSPs and RCPs have been quantified by the global agricultural and
forest sector model GLOBIOM. In the following chapters, the SSPs and RCPs will shortly be presented
and the assumptions behind the scenario drivers that have been implemented into GLOBIOM for the
quantification process will be discussed.
3.1. SSPs (shared socio-economic pathways)
SSPs provide a socio-economic framework and hence do not contain any assumptions on climate change.
Different bundles of global drivers are combined for different SSPs. In the following, the main
characteristics of each SSP are presented. For more detailed information refer to O’Neill et al. (2014).
•

•
•

•

SSP1 – Sustainability: Relatively high levels of GDP growth, lower levels of population growth,
high levels of education, international cooperation, fast technological growth, convergence
between developed and developing countries, sustainability concerns in consumer behaviour etc.
SSP2 – Middle of the Road: Representing business as usual development and continuation of
currently observed trends.
SSP3 – Fragmentation: Opposite tendencies to SSP1, relatively slow economic growth, sustained
population growth, little international coordination, little progress in reducing resource intensity
and fossil fuel dependency etc.
SSP4 – Inequality: highly unequal world both within and across countries, relatively low income
and low human capital among the poorer population, ineffective institutions, high population
6

•

growth in low-income countries, crop yields high in industrial farming but low for small scale
farming
SSP5 – Conventional Development: robust economic growth, strong convergence of inter- and
intra-regional income distributions, resource intensive consumptions (including inter alia meat
rich diets), global population peaks and declines in the 21st century.

The SSPs consist of narrative storylines and a set of quantitative drivers (GDP and population growth,
Kriegler et al., 2012). Assumptions on population and GDP growth are directly implemented into
GLOBIOM and are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Figure 2. GDP per capita development – global and EU28.
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Figure 3. Population development until 2050 – global and EU28.

Further drivers have been quantified and implemented into GLOBIOM for the calculation of the different
SSP scenarios:
Food demand projections
In GLOBIOM, food demand projections are based on the interaction of three different drivers: i)
population growth, ii) income per capita growth, and iii) response to prices. Price effects (iii) are
endogenously computed while drivers (i) and (ii) are exogenously introduced into the model.
Demand increases proportionally with population for each region. GDP per capita changes determine
demand variation depending on income elasticity values associated to each scenario. The assumptions
for the trend of the income elasticity were adapted to match the diet storylines for the different SSPs as
follows (Havlík et al, 2012a, 2012b, 2015):
•

SSP1: Future diets are considered to be more sustainable than in the FAO baseline (see SSP2).
Therefore, some alternative assumptions are made on total consumption per capita and demand
for some specific products. First, to reflect the better management of domestic waste in
developed countries, consumption per capita is in the regions assumed almost constant, whereas
it could increase in SSP2 for some developed regions. Second, animal protein demand is reduced
in regions where more than 75 g protein/capita/day are consumed for animal and vegetal
products. A minimum consumption of 25 g protein/capita/day of animal calories is ensured but
8

•
•

•
•

red meat consumption is reduced to 5 g protein/capita/day (target remains possible through non
ruminant meat, eggs and milk). For developing regions, more nutritious diets are assumed and
this materialized through an increase in protein intake to 75 g protein/capita/day and a reduction
of root consumption to a level of 100 kcal/capita/day.
SSP2: These future diets follow the projections from FAO at the horizon 2050 (Alexandratos and
Bruinsma, 2012).
SSP3: As economic growth is much lower in developing region, income effects alone lead to a
significantly lower demand per capita in these regions. GDP growth decreases much less in
developed regions.
SSP4: Diets also follow similar patterns as projected for SSP2, in particular consumption of meat
remains stable in developed regions.
SSP5: Food consumption around the world converges to Western diest types, with higher intake
of meat and milk than in SSP2.

Technological progress
Semi-quantitative information of the SSPs are converted into crop and livestock productivity growth rates.
Crop productivities have been estimated using econometric analysis. We follow Tilman et al. (2011) who
showed that economic income groups are significant variable when projecting crop yields. Therefore, we
estimate yield response functions to GDP per capita for 18 crops using a fixed effects model with panel
data. The response to GDP per capita was differentiated over four income groups oriented at World Bank’s
income classification system (<1.500, 1.500-4.000, 4.000-10.000, >10.000 USD GDP per capita). Country
level yield data was provided from FAOSTAT while GDP per capita was based on World Bank data (19802009). Average exogenous yield changes for cereals up to 2050 are presented in Figure 6.
A simple assumption with respect to the nitrogen intensity of the future production has been made. We
assume a decrease of nitrogen utilisation to yield growth under SSP1 (elasticity = 0.75), a constant relation
under SSP2, SSP4 and SSP5 (elasticity = 1) and increasing nitrogen intensity (elasticity = 1.25) under SSP3.
(Havlík et al, 2012a, 2012b).
For the livestock productivity, a mixed approach was applied. First, global annual rates of the increase in
feed conversion efficiency were estimated for livestock products for SSP2 (Havlík et al, 2012a). Then
regional and SSP specific annual rates of increase were calculated by scaling this central estimate by
the rates of change estimated for crop yields as described above. Where necessary, a ceiling was
introduced to avoid biologically infeasible values (Havlík et al, 2012a, 2012b).
3.2. RCPs (Representative concentration pathways) – climate change scenarios
Four representative concentration pathways have been developed for the climate modelling community
as a basis for long-term and near-term modelling experiments (Van Vuuren et al., 2014). The four RCPs
span from 2.6 to 8.5W/m2 radiative forcing values until 2100 ranging thereby from a <2 degree warming
scenario up to a 4 degree scenario (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Global surface warming in the different RCPs (IPCC, 2013).
The four RCPs have been quantified by different global climate models (Warszawski et al., 2014) and
climate effects have been passed on to global gridded crop models which in turn simulated crop- and
grassland specific productivity shifters (Rosenzweig et al., 2014). Since there is a high uncertainty
regarding the true materialization of CO2 fertilization effects, quantification of climate effects were
undertaken with and without CO2 fertilization.
For implementation of these climate change impacts on crop- and grasslands in GLOBIOM, average yield
shifters were calculated per crop, management system and region from the crop models for the different
climate scenarios. The shifters were applied to shift future yields and costs in the different climate
scenarios (Havlík et al.,2012).
In general, major uncertainties exist regarding the long-term impacts of climate change on agricultural
yields depending heavily on the utilized climate and crop models (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Climate change induced average crop yield changes for major world regions in 2050 calculated
by different climate models. Crops correspond to the 18 species represented in GLOBIOM and impacts
are aggregated on a dry matter yield basis.
As a trade-off between complexity as well as time constraints in the stakeholder workshop (where results
were presented) on the one hand and inclusion of major uncertainties in the biophysical impact of climate
change on the other hand, it was decided to focus on a limited set of scenarios to quantify the impact of
climate change on European and global food markets. We chose the RCP 8.5 with and without CO2
fertilization effect, quantified by the climate model HadGEM2-ES and the crop model EPIC (Figure 6).
However, results are available for the full ISI-MIP dataset.
Regional impacts of climate change are quite diverse. While the EU28 region seems to profit from climate
change in terms of yield increases when the fertilization effect of CO2 is accounted for, many other regions
face negative impacts. Without CO2 fertilization effects the overall impact on yields is estimated to be
negative for all regions, at least in the strongest RCP 8.5 scenario.
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Figure 6. Average exogenous yield changes for cereals (NoCC) and additional climate change impacts
with CO2 fertilization effects (Rcp8p5) and without CO2 fertilization effect (NoC8p5).
The outcomes of the combined SSP and RCP scenarios were prepared for the scenario development
workshop in Leuven and serve as a global framework and basis for the quantification of the TRANSMANGO
scenarios, which are presented in the following chapter. The original workshop handout including a short
description of the SSPs and RCPs and major results can be found in the appendix of this document.

4. Transmango Scenarios
While SSPs are global scenarios where only differences among major world regions is taken into
consideration, the TRANSMANGO scenarios explicitly target developments within Europe and the
development of Europe within the world. The SSPs also present the global background for the European
scenarios.
In the following chapters, a quick overview will be given about the scenario generation process and the
scenario narratives. After that the quantification of the scenarios is described. At first drivers which reflect
the assumptions of the scenarios in GLOBIOM are described and then results are presented.

4.1. Scenario development
The TRANSMANGO scenarios were developed by a diverse range of stakeholders from across the food
system. The process lasted over the course of one year, leading up to a one-day meeting to develop the
multi-dimensional scenarios which provide diverse, challenging future contexts. The time horizon for the
scenarios is 2050, with a strong focus on mid-term changes.
A number of experimental methods were used in the construction of the TRANSMANGO scenarios. In a
first step, scenario development was conducted by email. During this stage, participants were asked to
12

list the driving factors they considered both most important and most uncertain in the future of European
food and nutritional security.
Participant responses were compiled and compared with the factors identified through other
TRANSMANGO work packages including an analysis of national media, a vulnerability framework design
and a Delphi process with around 50 European food system stakeholders.
From the combined lists of factors, a shortlist of the top 8 factors was developed to be used as a frame to
outline diverse scenarios. In addition, climate change was identified as an important driving factor.
In a next step, scenario skeletons were developed. Stakeholders were asked to assign stages to the
identified factors. Stages refer to the condition that a factor could be in (the economy for example could
be described as either growing, stable or declining). A string made up of one state per factor provides a
scenario skeleton, for example, the economy is ‘rising’, population is ‘stable’ and the environment is
‘degraded’.
Implausible combinations were rejected and the descriptions of the factor states inputted into a software
program OLDFAR, which stands for Optimised Linear Diversity Field Anomaly Relaxation. This software
was then applied to derive a multiple highly diverse set of 8 scenarios. From this 8 scenarios the 4 most
diverse were chosen to be developed into full narratives at the stakeholder workshop.
The narrative development, and all subsequent activities took place during the one-day workshop in
Leuven. Participants were divided into groups that each had maximum diversity across food system
activities, public, private and academic sectors, age and gender. A more detailed description of the
TRANSMANGO scenario development process can be found in the TRANSMANGO Workshop Report
(2015).

4.2. Narratives
The narratives of the four main TRANSMANGO scenarios are developed around the scenario skeletons
presented in Table 1:
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Table 1: Scenario skeletons of the 4 TRANSMANGO scenarios.
Source: TRANSMANGO Workshop Report (2015).
In the following, the core elements of the stories are introduced as presented in the TRANSMANGO
Workshop Report (2015), where a more extensive descriptions of the scenarios can be found in.

Scenario 1: FED UP EUROPE
Fed Up Europe is a story of inertia in the food system under global pressures. Practices and business
models leading to unhealthy diets and negative environmental impacts continue. The power of EU and
national policy makers to change these trends decreases over time with a combination of decreasing funds
and decreasing popular support. There is a lack of leadership in the face of climate and migration crises.
Consumers’ incomes are enough to avoid food insecurity, but many lack the knowledge, incentives or
budgets for healthy life styles. In governments and in the private sector, there are minorities interested
in changing the trend, but they are fighting an uphill battle.

Scenario 2: RETROTOPIA
In Retrotopia, waves of immigration, terrorist threats and increasing impacts of climate change trigger
social movements and policies that aim to keep global problems out of Europe, along with a nostalgiafueled sense of natural heritage and rural custodianship. Racism becomes more accepted; migrants are
kept out, creating employment problems in greying societies, which are partly solved by robotization of
work; fear of migration from Europe’s southern to northern countries due to climate change prompts
European policymakers to help make Mediterranean countries more climate-resilient. Environmental
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concerns drive down consumption of animal products; otherwise, the improvement of diets is not a
priority amid concerns of European security and self-reliance.

Scenario 3: The Protein Union
The Protein Union is a story of a highly proactive response by the EU and its Member States, led by
governments but supported by the private sector and civil society, to the challenge of changing European
diets and modes of production. The focus is on creating new sources of protein, including mainstreaming
insect consumption and the production of artificial quasi-meats, supported by new, more integrated
means of food production and processing, at the expense of the livelihoods of smaller farmers. This is
combined with strong action on reducing sugar closer to 2050, which nevertheless cannot avoid the legacy
of unhealthier diets in earlier times.

Scenario 4: The Price of Health
The Price of Health is a story that sees many Europeans returning to rural lives, out of necessity due to
global pressures, because of changing social norms, and facilitated by technological advances in
communications. These changes are supported by strong government policies regarding self-reliance and
sustainability. Not everyone, however, is happy to be returning to the land – and the wealthiest do not
have to follow suit.

4.3. Scenario quantification
To quantify TRANSMANGO scenarios with the global agricultural and forest sector model GLOBIOM, the
narratives have to be translated into quantitatively measurable drivers. These drivers then are
implemented exogenously into the GLOBIOM model and scenarios are run until the year 2050.
To reflect on the different developments within Europe, different drivers from different SSP scenarios
were re-combined and modified for the quantification of the European TRANSMANGO scenarios. For
example, a new TRANSMANGO scenario may combine the population growth from SSP3 with the diet
change patterns from SSP1 and the technical development from SSP5. Furthermore, additional changes
for single products or product groups have been made in some cases. A very high consumption of sugar
or livestock products for example can be taken into account like that.
Furthermore, since TRANSMANGO scenarios are mainly developed to reflect European FNS
developments, specific SSP scenarios are used as background scenarios for the European scenarios when
the latter are quantified by GLOBIOM. I.e., assumptions for the rest of the world are made according to
one specific SSP scenario which is chosen to be consistent with the narratives from within Europe. This
especially refers to the push and pull factors of migration and the factors behind those.
Climate change is introduced in the scenarios in the same way as it is done for the global drivers presented
above via RCPs. Three different versions of each scenario are calculated with GLOBIOM. First a scenario
with the assumption that crop yields are not impacted by climate change at all (NoCC). Second, climate
change shifter on crop yields are applied referring to the RCP 8.5 scenario with CO2 fertilization effects.
And third, RCP 8.5 crop yield shifters without the CO2 fertilization effect are applied. Table 2 summarizes
the main assumptions undertaken for the quantification of the TRANSMANGO scenarios.
15

Fed up Europe
Overall,
populations
increase through
migration. Bit
stronger SSP5

Retrotopia
Migration
pressure, but
Europe is a
fortress.
Decreased SSP2
growth rates.

GDP per capita
growth

Growth without
innovation - low
SSP5

High innovation,
low poverty and
inequality. SSP1

Crop yield growth

Little innovation SSP2

Innovation in
agriculture tech;
Southern Europe
becomes CSA hub.
SSP1

Crop inputs

High resource use
- SSP3

Innovation in
intensive
agriculture - SSP1

Livestock
efficiency

Medium
innovation - SSP2

Meat
consumption
drops so
innovation slows
down - SSP3

Population
growth

Protein Union
Migration from
outside plus
migration from
north to south.
SSP2 accounted
for inner EU
migration.
High 'poverty' but
low inequality,
high innovation.
SSP2.

Innovation mostly
focused on
livestock products
– Still some
spillover effects
on other sectors –
SSP1+
High innovation
but not as strong
as in SSP1
Innovation is
rapid - but this
partly represents
the creation of
artificial meats SSP5

Price of Health
Low migration
pressure. SSP3.

High poverty high
inequality; not
much economic
growth though
innovation
happens at local
level, does not
translate to GDP.
SSP3
Strong local
innovation -SSP1

Local innovations
but extensive between SSP1 and
SSP2
Meat
consumption
drops so
innovation slows
down - SSP3
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Diet changes

Consumption
follows GDP but
higher on sugar SSP5

More sustainable Sustainable
eating patterns,
consumption but
though high on
extremely high
sugar and very
consumption of
low on meat livestock products
SSP1 with even
(a bit less towards
less meat demand 2050). Increased
but slightly
SSP5 for livestock
compensation via products, rest
wheat and soy
SSP1
Trade
More free trade – Market protection Market protection
assumptions
trade price
– decreasing
– decreasing
elasticities * 1.5
trade price
trade price
for EU28 with
elasticities by 10% elasticities by 10%
Rest of World
between EU and
between EU and
(ROW)
ROW
ROW
Background
SSP2 (rest of the
SSP3 (rest of the
SSP2 (rest of the
scenario for the
world is not doing world is doing
world is not doing
Rest of the World great – migration badly – strong
great – migration
pressures)
migration
pressures)
pressures)
Table 2: Assumptions on TRANSMANGO Scenario driver quantification.

A lower SSP1 healthy
consumption
patterns but less
income and lower
meat
consumption,
alternative
sources:
subsistence
Market protection
– decreasing
trade price
elasticities by 10%
between EU and
ROW
SSP3 (rest of the
world is doing
badly – migration
pressures)

4.4. Drivers
In the scenarios Fed up Europe and Retrotopia a relatively strong increase in GDP per capita can be
observed (Figure 7). In Fed up Europe this is despite relatively little innovation in sustainable technology,
but due to growth built on resource-intensive technology. In Retrotopia a highly innovative Europe
develops with a relatively equal and wealthy (though xenophobic) society.
The scenarios Protein Union and especially Price of Health have less strong income increases and the
relative poverty within the European society is noticeable, mostly in Price of health where also inequality
is relatively high.
At the same time, in Fed up Europe and Protein Union, The EU28 faces a strong population growth, mostly
triggered by migration from outside of Europe, with Fed up Europe having the most significant growth
among the TRANSMANGO scenarios (Figure 8).
The scenario Price of health is relatively stable in terms of population growth and in Retrotopia the EU is
assumed to close the borders and keep migrants out to a large extent. Accordingly, the ‘fortress Europe’
faces a shrinking population.
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Figure 7: GDP per capita development in EU28.

Figure 8: Population in Million persons in EU28.
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In Protein Union Europe is quite an innovative region. Even though most innovations are coming from the
livestock sector, inter-industrial spillover effects also affect the crop sectors substantially. Thus, on
average the highest yield changes over time can be seen in this scenario (Figure 9).
The Retrotopia and Price of Health scenarios are also showing innovations in technology, which is
reflected in high yield growth rates over time. In Retrotopia huge efforts are undertaken by the
governments to increase heat and drought resistance of crops, while innovation in Price of Health is driven
by private, local initiatives. Only Fed up Europe is not showing extraordinarily high innovation taking place
in Europe. However, yield increases still by 30% until 2050 in the scenario without climate change.

Figure 9: Average yield changes for cereals due to technical progress (NoCC) and
additional climate change impacts with CO2 fertilization effects (Rcp8p5) and without
CO2 fertilization effect (NoC8p5).
For the EU28 as an aggregate we can observe that climate change impacts are estimated to be beneficial
until 2050 for yield growth on average when the CO2 fertilization effect is allowed for (RCP8p5 in Figure
9). However, this is no longer the case when the CO2 fertilization effect is excluded for the same climate
change scenario (NoC8p5).
Furthermore, regional differences exist within Europe. Figure 10 shows the deviations of average yield
growth rates for crops in 2050 for the two climate change scenarios in comparison to the no-climatechange scenario. We can see that both, in northern Europe (UK, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Ireland) and
in Southern Europe (Italy, Greece, Spain, Portugal) the CO2 Fertilization effect leads to overall positive
crop growth effects and that without CO2 fertilization the impact is negative. However, the impact is much
less positive/more negative in the southern European countries. This might look different for single crops,
though, since for example wheat profits on average in the south.
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Figure 10: Average yield changes for crops – Deviations from NoCC in 2050,
differentiated for northern (EU_NTH) and southern Europe (EU_STH).

The highest innovation in the livestock sector can be observed for the scenario Protein Union. Strong
innovation in research on artificial meat and other meat alternatives takes place, but competition triggers
also innovation in the classical livestock production systems. The assumed high demand for meat creates
incentives to invest in research and development, however, only in the last years of the scenario artificial
meat becomes widely accepted and marketable in Europe (Figure 11).
In Retrotopia and Price of Health there is only little innovation in the livestock sector taking place, because
demand for meat is assumed to decrease significantly in these scenarios. Thus, the sector is faced with a
high competition which doesn’t lead to long term investments in research and development.
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Figure 11: Exogenous livestock production efficiency changes (protein production per feed
unit, Index 2010 = 1)
(NB: Retrotopia and Price of Health follow the same path).

4.5. Results
In the following section the results of the different TRANSMANGO scenarios will be presented. These brief
highlights and insights into the scenarios and the results are offered as an overview of the quantification
process. Results are available in more detail upon request.
Market effects – The Protein Union
In the scenario Protein Union, demand for meat increases significantly until 2040 due to exogenously
implemented diet change shifters and population growth (Figure 12). This increase in demand leads to
higher production of meat which in turn triggers higher demand for feed crops (Figure 13). While the food
consumption of crops is only moderately increasing, due to additional demand from feed we observe a
strong increase in the total domestic demand for crops.
Meat prices rise with increasing demand (Figure 15) and the prices for crops increase as well for an
adjustment period after 2020, however, only moderately (Figure 16). Technological progress in crop
production is relatively high in the scenario Protein Union which dampens the price effect. Also, net
imports of crops rise, while net exports of meat drop (Figure 14).
In 2040 demand stabilizes and in 2050 it starts to decrease because consumers more and more switch to
close substitutes like artificial meat. This development is reflected in declining domestic prices as well as
higher export figures for livestock products.
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Figure 12: Domestic use of crops (CRP) and livestock products (LSP) in the EU28 (Index 2010 = 1).

Market effects – Retrotopia
In the scenario Retrotopia, meat demand declines quite dramatically (Figure 12). This decline is also
reflected by decreasing prices for livestock products in Europe (Figure 15) and in turn in decreasing
production quantities (Figure 13). Due to less livestock production and subsequently less demand for feed
crops, prices for crops also go slightly down, at first (Figure 16).
In 2040 and 2050 the demand decline for livestock products continues, but production and prices stabilize,
mostly due to higher demand from the rest of the world. With the SSP3 background of the Retrotopia
scenario, the rest of the world faces only little production increases but high demand increases. From
2040 on, the EU28 even becomes a net exporter for crops (while starting as net importer in 2010) (Figure
14).
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Figure 13: Production of crops (CRP) and livestock products (LSP) in the EU28 (Index 2010 = 1).

2010

2050

Figure 14: Net trade (production – consumption) in EU28.
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Market effects – Fed up Europe
In the scenario Fed up Europe, the demand for crops and meat is projected to be high and constantly
increasing. Since technological progress is only moderately improving, prices rise substantially. More
crops are imported from the rest of the world into the EU while less livestock products are exported by
the EU. The relatively stable development outside of Europe (SSP2) relaxes the crop markets to a certain
extent and the prices start decreasing slightly after 2030 (Figure 15).
Market effects – Price of Health
In the scenario Price of Health, a similar development as in Retrotopia can be observed. Meat demand
decreases significantly on the one side, and on the other side, there is some technological progress in the
crop and livestock sectors (even though based on different economic developments). The cost of crop
production decreases less in the Price of Health scenario which leads to slightly higher prices and less
demand and production compared to Retrotopia.

Figure 15: EU28 price developments for livestock products - without climate change (NoCC), with climate
change impacts with CO2 fertilization effects (RCP8p5) and without CO2 fertilization effects (NoC8p5).
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Figure 16: EU28 price developments for crops - without climate change (NoCC), with climate change
impacts with CO2 fertilization effects (RCP8p5) and without CO2 fertilization effects (NoC8p5).

Market effects – global
The different developments within the EU28, which are reflected by the different TRANSMANGO
scenarios, have major impacts within the EU but do not significantly show impacts at the global scale or
in other world regions. In Figure 17 price effects of the TRANSMANGO scenarios for livestock markets in
the EU28 and three other major world regions (East Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East and northern
Africa) are presented.
Compared to the respective standard SSPs which are used as background scenarios, only minor deviations
can be observed outside of the EU. In Latin America, which is a large livestock producer, effects are within
the range of 2%. In the crop sector even less deviations from the standard SSPs which are used as
background scenarios could be observed.
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Figure 17: Price developments for livestock products (LSP) in EU28 and other major world regions.

Calorie consumption
Calorie consumption in the EU28 is mostly driven by exogenous impacts like changes in diet composition.
Food demand in the EU is quite price inelastic and thus, not reacting significantly on climate change
impacts (Figure 18).
A different picture emerges for instance for Africa (Figure 20). Differences between climate change
scenarios are clearly observable. Climate change matters more here than in Europe due to a higher price
responsiveness of demand. Figure 20 also shows that European drivers do not impact the picture in Africa
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significantly (Retrotopia and Price of Health follow the path of SSP3 while Fed up Europe and Protein
Union follow the path of SSP2).

Figure 18: EU28 average kilocalories per capita and day.

In Figure 19 shares of calories in total calorie consumption that are taken up from milk and meat are
presented for the EU28. The trend clearly correspond to exogenous trends in diets.

2010

2050
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Figure 19: Shares of calories from milk and meat in EU28 diet.

Figure 20: Average kilocalories per capita and day in Africa.

Resource use and emissions
In Figure 21 land use change effects of the different TRANSMANGO scenarios are presented. Fed up
Europe and Protein Union have relatively high livestock production due to high demand and thus, more
land is needed for livestock production as well as fodder production in these scenarios. In Retrotopia and
Price of Health declining livestock production leads to a decline in grassland use and a slight increase in
natural land even.
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Figure 21: Land use change in 1000 ha by land cover class at EU28 level in 2050 compared to
2010.

Nitrogen fertilization (Figure 22) mostly goes back to the technology used in crop production. Fed up
Europe doesn’t face much innovation and production systems are rather unsustainable, which is reflected
in the fact that for each percentage point increase in yields 1.25% of additional nitrogen is required. A
second driver of nitrogen use is the production quantity in the scenarios. The largest amounts of crops in
2050 are produced in Retrotopia and the lowest amount in Price of Health. The production quantity effect
counteracts the technology effects where Retrotopia has only 0.75% increase of nitrogen fertilization
requirements per percentage point yield increase and Protein Union and Price of health have 0.825 and
0.9, respectively.
Regarding water use for irrigation (Figure 23) climate change has a significant impact, mostly in the
scenario that does not account for the fertilization effects of CO2.
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Figure 22: Change in N-Fertilization at EU28 level in 2050 compared to 2010.

Figure 23: Change in water consumption for irrigated crop production in EU28 in 2050
compared to 2010.

Greenhouse gas emissions from the agricultural sector are mainly determined by
land use change effects as well as meat production in the scenarios (Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Change in Emissions (CO2eq/yr) from agriculture at EU28 level in
2050 compared to 2010.

5. Summary and outlook
In this paper we first provided an overview of the methodology of quantification of major global drivers
of change with the agricultural and forest sector model GLOBIOM for the case of the “new IPCC” scenarios
built around two dimensions: socio-economics (SSPs) and climate (RCPs).
In a second step, we discussed how the European TRANSMANGO scenarios were developed by
stakeholders of the project, how their drivers were quantified based the SSP x RCP framework, and finally
how the GLOBIOM model was used for their quantification.
The scenarios showed a diverse development for many variables regarding FNS in the EU28. Impacts
resulting from global drivers are quite important for the EU28. However, vice versa, changes in drivers for
the European markets only, are not necessarily strongly visible at the global scale or in other major world
regions.
The GLOBIOM model outputs will be used to support a number of other processes within the
TRANSMANGO project:
•

In a series of local foresight processes, the European scenarios are used to provide a wider context
for local scenarios, which in turn are used to develop and test local transition pathways. The
model results serve as part of this European context. The goal of these processes is to create and
test concrete plans for action that are directly applicable by partner organisations.
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•

•

In several European case studies, European transition pathways will be developed – and these will
be tested against the TRANSMANGO scenarios, including the quantitative results reported in this
document.
European transition pathways will themselves be quantified in the context of the different
scenarios, to explore their potential impacts.

In a next step, the diversity of local and European case studies and the inputs from the original European
scenarios will all be used as sources of information on the basis of which extensions to the GLOBIOM
model itself will be considered, to help ensure the model’s applicability to stakeholder interests regarding
food and nutrition security in Europe.
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Appendix A
Hand out as distributed at the stakeholder workshop in Leuven, Belgium at 10 September, 2015.

TRANSMANGO: Scenarios for the future of food and nutrition security in Europe
First European Workshop, 10th of September 2015, Leuven, Belgium
Background information: global drivers of change – quantified with the agricultural sector model
GLOBIOM
Andre Deppermann, Hugo Valin, Petr Havlík

To quantify the impact of potential global drivers of change on European and global food markets, a set
of different scenarios was implemented into the global agricultural sector model GLOBIOM (Havlík et
al., 2014). These scenarios built on scenarios that have been developed for the Fifth Assessment Report
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR5) and are constructed around a scenario
matrix with two basic elements: socio-economic drivers and impacts of climate change (Figure 1).
Shared socio-economic pathways (SSPs, O’Neill et al., 2014) describe plausible alternative trends in the
evolution of society and natural systems over the 21st century at the global level as well as for large
world regions. Representative concentration pathways (RCPs, van Vuuren et al., 2011) were developed
to explore the impact of climate change under different radiative forcing levels.

Figure 1. Scenario matrix architecture. (Van Vuuren et al., 2014).

SSPs (shared socio-economic pathways)
SSPs provide the socio-economic framework and hence do not contain any assumptions on climate
change. Different bundles of global drivers are combined for different SSPs. In the following, the main
characteristics of each SSP are presented. Assumptions on population and GDP growth are presented in
Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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•

•
•

•

•

SSP1 – Sustainability: Relatively high levels of GDP growth, lower levels of population growth,
high levels of education, international cooperation, fast technological growth, convergence
between developed and developing countries, sustainability concerns in consumer behaviour etc.
SSP2 – Middle of the Road: Representing business as usual development and continuation of
currently observed trends.
SSP3 – Fragmentation: Opposite tendencies to SSP1, relatively slow economic growth, sustained
population growth, little international coordination, little progress in reducing resource intensity
and fossil fuel dependency etc.
SSP4 – Inequality: highly unequal world both within and across countries, relatively low income
and low human capital among the poorer population, ineffective institutions, high population
growth in low-income countries, crop yields high in industrial farming but low for small scale
farming
SSP5 – Conventional Development: robust economic growth, strong convergence of inter- and
intra-regional income distributions, resource intensive consumptions (including inter alia meat
rich diets), global population peaks and declines in the 21st century.

Figure 2. GDP per capita development – global and EU28.
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Figure 3. Population development until 2050 – global and EU28.

RCPs (Representative concentration pathways) – climate change scenarios
Four representative concentration pathways have been developed for the climate modelling community
as a basis for long-term and near-term modelling experiments (Van Vuuren et al., 2014). The four RCPs
span from 2.6 to 8.5W/m2 radiative forcing values until 2100 ranging thereby from a <2 degree warming
scenario up to a 4 degree scenario (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Global surface warming in the different RCPs (IPCC, 2013).
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The four RCPs have been quantified by different global climate models (Warszawski et al., 2014) and
climate effects have been passed on to global gridded crop models which in turn simulated crop- and
grassland specific productivity shifters (Rosenzweig et al., 2014). Since there is a high uncertainty
regarding the true materialization of CO2 fertilization effects, quantification of climate effects were
undertaken with and without CO2 fertilization.
For implementation of these climate change impacts on crop- and grasslands in GLOBIOM, we calculated
average yield shifters per crop, management system and region from the crop models for the different
climate scenarios. The shifters were applied to shift future yields and costs in the different climate
scenarios (Havlík et al.,2012).
In general, major uncertainties exist regarding the long-term impacts of climate change on agricultural
yields depending heavily on the utilized climate and crop models (Figure 5).

Figure 5 : Climate change induced average yield changes for major world regions calculated by different
climate models.

As a trade-off between complexity as well as time constraints in this workshop on the one hand and
inclusion of major uncertainties in the biophysical impact of climate change on the other hand, we decided
to focus on a limited set of scenarios to quantify the impact of climate change on European and global
38

food markets. We chose the RCP 8.5 with and without CO2 fertilization effect, quantified by the climate
model HadGEM2-ES and the crop model EPIC (Figure 6). However, results are available for the full ISI-MIP
dataset.

Figure 6. Average yield changes for cereals due to technical progress (NoCC) and additional
climate change impacts with CO2 fertilization effects (Rcp8p5) and without CO2 fertilization
effect (NoC8p5).

Climate change scenarios at a glance:
•
•
•

NoCC: no climate change, present climate also assumed for the future
RCP8p5: Representative concentration pathway 8p5 with CO2 fertilization effect
NoC8p5: Representative concentration pathway 8p5 without CO2 fertilization effect
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Model Results
Prices

Figure 7. Global price developments for Crops (CRP) and Livestock products (LSP)

Figure 8. EU28 price developments for Crops (CRP) and Livestock products (LSP)
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Figure 9. Global price developments for agricultural products - without climate change (NoCC)
compared to climate change impacts with (RCP8p5) and without CO2 fertilization effects (NoC8p5).

Figure 10. EU28 price developments for agricultural products - without climate change (NoCC)
compared to climate change impacts with (RCP8p5) and without CO2 fertilization effects (NoC8p5).
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Calorie consumption

Figure 11. Global average kilocalories per capita and day.

Figure 12. EU28 average kilocalories per capita and day.
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2010

2050

Figure 13. Shares of calories from milk and meat in global diet.

2010
2050

Figure 14. Shares of calories from milk and meat in EU28 diet.
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Water use

Figure 15. Change in water consumption for crop production at the global level.

Figure 16. Change in water consumption for crop production in EU28.
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N-Fertilization

Figure 17. Change in N-Fertilization at the global level in 2050 compared to 2010.

Figure 18. Change in N-Fertilization at EU28 level in 2050 compared to 2010.
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Land use change

Figure 19. Land use change in 1000 ha by land cover class at the global level in 2050 compared to
2010.
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Figure 20. Land use change in 1000 ha by land cover class at EU28 level in 2050 compared to 2010
Emissions from agriculture

Figure 21. Change in Emissions from agriculture at the global level in 2050 compared to 2010.

Figure 22. Change in Emissions from agriculture at EU28 level in 2050 compared to 2010.
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